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Q.CODE : HB561 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any FIVE from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) Information overload is ________ [un-required information/information useful / 
too much information/incorrect information 

 

 b) The army detonated the landmine. (Change into non-finite verb)  
 c) əʊ,  eə, [ write one word for each sound unit ]  
 d) I am going to the green grocer for a purchase (Change the voice)  
 e) How many vowels and consonant sounds are there in IPA?  
 f) They haven’t done anything praiseworthy. (put Question Tag)  
 g) Onions are plentily available in the market [Correct the error if any]  
 h) The prime minister is likely to address the gathering tomorrow. [replace "is 

likely" with correct model auxiliary 
 

 i) Communication by nature is a voluntary activity. (correct/incorrect)  
 j) If you venture into restricted zone, you might pay a penalty (state the type of 

condition) 
 

    
Q2 a) Make Phonemic transcription of the following words: 

  i) speaker, ii) lotus, iii) finance, iv) judge, v) rational. 
(5) 

 b) Define and distinguish between Filters and Barriers  (5) 
    

Q3 a) Highlight three fundamental differences between American English and British 
English with example. 

(5) 

 b) Explain the advantages and disadvantages of oral communication. (5) 
    

Q4 a) ‘John said he would prefer a new style wear [explain, how the  meaning 
changes because of stress shift]  

(5) 

 b) Define consonant cluster [give example if necessary] (5) 
    

Q5 a)  Highlight different contexts where rising tone is used. (5) 
 b)  Identify the syllables in the given words. Mark the stressed syllable. 

 i) calendar, ii) reflection, iii) horrible, iv) Expert, v) voluntary  
(5) 

    
Q6 a) Define Paralanguage and state its importance in communication. (5) 

 b) Make meaningful sentences by using the following phrasal verbs:    
      wear off, clean up, sniff out,  sum up,  call in. 

(5) 
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Q7  Non-verbal cues differ across cultures resulting in serious problems in 
understanding, discuss the relevance of the statement in relation to the static 
and dynamic features of nonverbal communication 

(10) 

    
Q8  Write short Notes on any TWO : (5 x 2) 

 a) Aspect  
 b) High context cultures  
 c) 2nd  conditional  
 d) Concord.  
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